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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to work with Grace. The energy of Grace is quite a strong powerful feeling. It
can literally be something that overwhelms the body with sensation.
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We are entering this particular week into a very powerful Full Moon on Sunday, 2-28-2010. A full
moon in Leo. We are also coming out of a kind of congestion or boggy mind consciousness that will
be lifting. March, April and May all very powerful months for different reasons.
I will be doing that quarterly forecast, the Second Quarter Forecast, early in March so we can take
a look at what is pinpointed by date into the next quarter.
So for right now, Grace is the best energy to call upon. What we’ll be seeing, that has actually been
building since the last New Moon welcoming in the Year of the Tiger, is a lot of energy, the dark
side of the self surfacing, frustration with the way things are or very impatient, wanting something
different right away.
Some people are literally sort of snapping psychologically because the concept of pressure coming
in from outside toward them is too great for them to handle. So you may notice, just in the family
unit or the work unit or neighbors, what not, that there is this pressure and impatience.
So Grace is what we are going to call upon here. Let’s bring that in as a channeled aspect, just let
it right into the Crown Chakra. You want to feel it whole body, every cell of your being just filled
with Grace.
And then allow yourself to radiate the Grace consciousness so that others can feel it as well. Joy is
contagious. Unfortunately misery can be contagious too. What we are looking at now is having
Grace in the consciousness and letting Grace be very contagious. Spread it as much as you can.
As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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